The security problem of Gaussian MIMO (multipleinputs multiple-outputs) channel is considered where a transmitter is communicating to a receiver in the presence of an eavesdropper. All the nodes are equipped with multiple antennas. Through utilizing some of the available power to produce 'artificial noise' that only degrades the eavesdropper's channel, the transmitter ensures the security of communication. However, the artificial noise could be void possibly due to the inherent security weakness. In this paper, the vulnerability of the MIMO wireless channel with artificial noise (MIMOAN) through matrix analysis is researched. Then a Matrix Blind Space Elimination (MBSE) scheme is proposed and proved to fix the design flaw in order to strengthen the original one.
INTRODUCTION
The inherent openness of wireless channel makes communication over this medium vulnerable to eavesdropping. In general, the security model of wireless communication involves three nodes: transmitter, receiver and eavesdropper. We consider the secret communication scenario where a transmitter sends some secure messages to an intended receiver while an eavesdropper is trying to overhear them. We need to constitute a security scheme to let the eavesdropper cannot decode any secure messages.
In this paper, secure communication is accomplished by information theoretic approach, which is more reliable than cryptographic technologies such as encryption. The notion of information theoretic security was introduced by Claude Shannon in [1] firstly. It is such strict that the received signal of the eavesdropper cannot provide even one bit information about the secret information. Shannon also defined the conception of ‗secrecy capacity' in [1] . Wyner generalized the scenario where the eavesdropper's channel was a degraded version of the intended receiver's in [2] . It was possible to achieve a nonzero secrecy capacity in the wiretap channel. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] extended their work. Nevertheless, the secrecy capacity will be zero, if the receiver's channel is not better than the eavesdropper's. But artificial noise is considered in [14] [15] [16] [17] to guarantee secret communication even when the receiver's channel is not better.
In this paper, we concentrate on Multiple-inputs Multiple-outputs with artificial noise (MIMOAN) wireless channel model. In the scheme, all channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be publicly available. The transmitter, receiver and eavesdropper all have multiple antennas. The transmitter uses multiple antennas to transmit artificial noise, and utilizes the rest of antennas to send secret messages to the receiver. The noise is created such that it only degrades the eavesdropper's channel, but not the receiver's channel, thus achieving perfect secret communication.
However, there also is a weakness in MIMOAN. The function of artificial noise may become invalid by matrix operation. Currently, there is still not related research in detail about it. We analyze the failing and then present an improved approach-Matrix Blind Space Elimination (MBSE) to enhance the original scheme. The performance analysis demonstrates that the MBSE scheme can make up the weak point of MIMOAN effectively, through reselecting the artificial noise matrix out of the invalid space.
The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some notations for the paper, and describes MIMOAN. Section III points out the vulnerability of MIMOAN through matrix analysis and proposes a solution scheme-MBSE-MIMOAN. Section IV calculates and compares both of the schemes' secrecy capacities. Section V concludes the paper in the end.
II. THE REVIEW OF MIMOAN MODEL
In this paper, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold font. And the Hermitian operator is denoted by † . It's assumed that all the wireless channels are slow fading and all the vectors and matrices are complex. The key idea of MIMOAN is that the transmitter with multiple antennas can utilize partial power to generate artificial noise to conceal the secret information which the transmitter make use of the rest of the power to transmit. In the MIMOAN model, only the eavesdropper's channel is degraded, and the receiver's channel can't be affected. In this model, Alice uses a portion of its antennas to transmit artificial noise that lies in the null space of Bob's channel, and uses the remaining antennas to transmit information signal that lies in the range space of Bob's channel. Bob's channel is not affected by the artificial noise, because it can null out the noise. In general, the range space of Eve's channel may be different from that of Bob's channel, so the artificial noise will almost lie in the range space of Eve's channel. Apparently, only Eve's channel will be degraded, and the security object can be achieved in all probability.
Alice transmits k x at time k. 
III. VULNERABILITY AND SOLUTION

A. Vulnerability Analysis
Apparently, MIMOAN model is safe enough because of the artificial noise kk  G w 0 (7) Then the signal received by Eve is converted into
From (8) we can see that k w is invalid. The eavesdropper Eve can remove the impact of the artificial noise to get the secret information through the vulnerability.
B. Solution
To make up for the deficiency, we present a solution scheme-Matrix Blind Space Elimination (MBSE).
First of all we describe null space as follow conveniently,
As mentioned above, when
The eavesdropper's channel cannot be degraded by the artificial noise. Thus we need to optimize the parameters to make 0 kk  Gw . We note that all of the channel gain matrix cannot be changed at will, while We will compare MIMOAN with MBSE-MIMOAN through computing the secrecy capacities. Secrecy capacity is bounded below by the difference in mutual information between the transmitter and the receiver versus the transmitter and the eavesdropper. Therefore, the two spaces are well separated. The secrecy capacity difference between the two schemes is given by 
